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Engineering

Sapphire

for
with
when
contribution
brief

Bombay Sapphire
Moritz Waldemeyer, 2D3D, Tom Bennellick, Justyn Butler
Spring 2010
Design and implementation of electronics and software.
A sculpture that articulates the infusion process behind
the gin. A gentle brand presence at gintasting events
which is inviting and interactive, but not distracting.

A large, thin, transparent LED video display renders an animation of floating
vapour rising through a copper basket of herbs and spices. The viewer can see
through the gaps between pixels, giving the piece an ethereal, nebulous
quality.
During development of this bespoke item, I worked hard to reconcile client
demands with engineering constraints under extreme time pressure. Late in
the project it was decided that the sculpture, with a power consumption of
nearly 500W, should be completely wireless. Instead of dismissing it as a
technical impossibility, I brought another engineer on board, and we worked
together to solve the problem in one week.

Image credit: Treehouse PR Ltd.

The project gave rise to an extremely versatile technology for making any
surface into a display, and it is being used in several new projects, including a
flexible video jacket.

To minimise its visual impact, I distributed the
electronics throughout the display. Each pixel
is a standalone module comprising an RGB
LED and dedicated microcontroller. This
approach eliminates bulky electronics and
wiring at the edges of the display. Image data
is transmitted to each pixel via a serial bus.
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Sapphire

Image credit: Treehouse PR Ltd.

Motionactivated scent dispensers are hidden in the top of the sculpture.
Walking up to each face releases one of four principal scent ingredients of
the drink.

Image credit: Treehouse PR Ltd.

The sculpture can run completely wireless for 5 hours. It is as simple to charge as a
mobile phone.
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Sapphire

I created this bed of
sprung contacts to
speed up the
programming of the
1600 individual
circuit boards.

Programming
the pixels.

I assembled the
custom power
supply by hand as
there was no time to
outsource
manufacture.

Debugging a large
and complex system
whilst coordinating its
assembly was a major
challenge.
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Rose

for

Private commission

with
when
contribution
brief

Spring 2009
Design and execution.
A rosethemed engagement ring.

This commission challenged me to reconcile a
cliched concept with my own aesthetic ideals, and
produce a result that will stand the test of time.
It motivated the development of a complete
infrastructure and skill set for investment casting;
including wax modelling, a kiln (page 28), a vacuum
chamber and a centrifuge. Motivated by interest as
well as economy, I made many of the tools myself.
To realise the ambitious mechanical design, I used
Platinum Sterling  an alloy of sterling silver and
platinum, which has mechanical properties superior
to white gold, and comparable corrosion resistance.
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Rose
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Rose

Initial sketches and discussion with
client.

The mould is fired for several hours,
converting the soft, damp plaster
to a robust ceramic. The wax burns
away, leaving a void.

A wax model of the ring is built around the
mandrel.

Liquid silver is forced into the flask using a
custommade centrifuge.

The model is attached to the rubber flask
base. A stainless steel tube is placed on top.

The ring, as cast.
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Investment media, similar to plaster of Paris, is
mixed and degassed in a custommade
vacuum chamber.

Finishing.

Anachron

for
with
when
contribution
brief

Alex de Betak
Moritz Waldemeyer
Winter 2009
Analogue electronics design and construction.
Fuse the elegance of a vintage filament bulb with the
efficiency of LED technology.

In this ambitious project, emerging technology was subjected to severe
aesthetic constraints.
I created a miniature high power LED driver circuit which could be powered
directly from the mains. The client wanted an LED light bulb that could be
dimmed with a standard mains dimmer. It had to produce the familiar
warm light of a filament lamp in useful quantities, and the product had to
be designed for economic mass production.
The design had to weave between rigid electronic, thermal, physical and
budgetary limits without compromising its visual appeal.

Several revisions of the
LED “filament” and
support structure were
needed to reach a
visually elegant, practical
and manufacturable
solution.

Image credit: Moritz Waldemeyer
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Anachron
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I integrated the filament
supports into the circuit
board to reduce
manufacturing cost and
complexity. I worked with
the board assembly
company to establish the
minimum possible cross
section to minimise visual
impact …

… but the clients
emailed to say they
preferred the
original approach.
Image credit: Bureau Betak

I assembled several
prototype circuits myself.
Solder paste was
stencilled onto the
boards, and
components placed
with tweezers.

The components were
soldered in a miniature
convection oven.

Silencer

for

Private commission

with
when
contribution
brief

Winter 2010
Design and execution.
Produce a silencer for a .22" air rifle.

This project was an opportunity to further refine my manual turning
work, particularly cutting threads and sequencing operations. I also
used it to develop skills and infrastructure for anodising aluminium
and chemically bluing steel.
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Silencer

The individual components are
designed using traditional techniques.

Testing for concentricity.
The end cap is made from nylon for
scuffresistance.

Threading to accept the barrel.

Anodising a test part.

A male fixture is made to hold the muzzle
piece so it can be machined from the other
end.

Dyeing the test part.
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The muzzle piece, tube, and end cap are
screwed together so they may all be turned to
the same diameter.

The finished components, including internal
baffles and wadding.

Felicity

for

Felicity

with
when
contribution

Winter 2008
Design and execution.

brief

I enjoy objects with mystery built in.
What holds the stone in place?
It isn't glue …

… Just mechanics. The stone is
housed in a slot, and its tips are
captive in pointed notches.
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Glacsweb

for
with
when

University of Southampton
A multidisciplinary team of ~12 engineers and
scientists
Summer 2008, Summer 2009

contribution

Design and implementation of base station
electronics and mechanics, embedded software
development on multiple architectures,
engineering support fieldwork.

brief

A wireless network of sensors for live monitoring of
subglacial activity.

We deployed a network of wireless sensor probes underneath
Skalafellsjökull glacier, Iceland. The probes measure the conditions under
the ice, and transmit data daily to a base station on top of the ice. The
base station uploads the data to the internet.
The whole system must withstand extreme environmental conditions, and
use very little power. The probes spend most of their time asleep, waking
only for one second every hour to take readings. Some of the probes are
still communicating daily, over two years since they were installed.

Image credit: Kirk Martinez

It was an emotionally intense project. We solved complex engineering
problems in very difficult conditions under intense time pressure.
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Glacsweb

I designed and built a
lightweight flatpack
pyramid to house the
wind generator, solar
panel and various
antennas. It had to be
strong enough to
withstand complete
burial by snow during
the winter.

I built a rugged,
waterproof
enclosure for the
base station
electronics.

We used a diesel
powered high pressure
hot water jet to drill
through the ice. I
welded together some
axle assemblies that
bolt to the jet washer to
make it more portable.

The probes are buried
60 metres deep.
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Faye

for

Faye

with
when
contribution

Winter 2008
Design and execution.

brief

A bold cocktail ring in silver and sapphire.
I tried several chemical techniques to obtain an even, satin finish. I like to think
the stone extends all the way through the ring, like a stick of rock.
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Image credit: Walt Disney Pictures

Image credit: Moritz Waldemeyer

Image credit: Moritz Waldemeyer

Step Up

for
with
when

Disney, Kurt&Bart
Moritz Waldemeyer
Summer 2009

contribution

Electronic and mechanical design and
construction, onsite support during shooting.

brief

Motionactivated animated LED dance shoes
for the film “Step Up 3D”.

Deadline driven innovation. I had just five weeks to realise this project. The
schedule would not accommodate outsourced manufacture, so I developed
techniques for rapid fabrication and assembly of flexible circuit boards.
The shoes were worn on the set, and subjected to hours of abuse by professional
dancers. I worked closely with the costume team to maintain the shoes over the
four day shoot.
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Step Up
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Image credit: xerox.com

The key innovation was the use of a
solid ink printer to deposit wax circuit
patterns onto coppercoated
polyimide film. The film was cut into
A4 sheets and loaded into the
unmodified printer as if it were paper.

Reflow soldering.

The unwanted copper was etched away in a
bath of ferric chloride. The areas protected by
ink remained, becoming the electrical
conductors of the circuit board.

Because the printing technique could not
make doublesided boards, I put the driver
chips on tabs which could fold out of sight.

The flexible circuit board after tin plating.

Over 2000 parts were placed by hand.

Shoe assembly.

The control board, worn on the ankle, contains
an accelerometer. When the dancer stamps
his foot, an animated wave of white light
travels from toe to ankle.

Crayon

for

Personal research interest

with
when
contribution

brief

Winter 2010
Review of research literature, reverse
engineering, electronic and mechanical design,
public presentation and dissemination of results.
Produce a rapid prototyping machine for printing
circuit boards.

Digital manufacturing techniques of various sorts have been in use for the
last 40 years or so. Rapid prototyping tools like 3D printers and laser cutters
have been available to product design studios and educational
establishments for at least the last 20 years. Recently, several small
businesses have democratised 3D printing technology to the point where
the interested amateur can buy a machine capable of producing
functional plastic objects with submillimetre resolution for under £1000. 3D
designs for printable parts are shared and even traded online.
Within ten years, it will be as easy for the average consumer to buy and use
a 3D printer as he can a 2D printer today. Uptake will be bolstered by
consumer 3D video viewing and recording technology which is already
widely available. In the future, home 3D printing will be a common
distribution channel for certain goods.
Compared to 3D printing, rapid prototyping of printed circuit boards (PCB's)
is in its infancy. No economic methods exist for rapid prototyping of high
quality PCB's.
I decided to research this issue, with a view to creating a rapid prototyping
machine cheap and simple enough for the interested amateur.
I have built a proofofconcept machine which can produce simple circuit
boards by a two step process. Raw PCB laminate is inkjet printed with
molten wax, then chemically etched to remove the unprotected copper.
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Crayon

I began by removing the print head
from a cheap Epson printer. I reverse
engineered the electronic interface to
the head, so I could replace Epson's
control electronics with my own.

I mounted the print head on my own custom
machined reservoir block. The reservoir supplies
liquid wax to the print head.

High resolution wax image on copper.

The etching process is simple. After ten minutes
in the bath, the copper that isn't protected by
wax is completely dissolved.

The temperature of the reservoir can be
digitally controlled by this custom heater
board.

A test board after etching.
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The print head assembly is mounted to a
modified printer chassis. The printer is
controlled entirely by my own electronics, no
Epson hardware remains.

I have also printed some simple 3D structures.
These are tiny wax towers standing on a Lego
brick.

Troopers

for

Troopers11 computer security
conference

with
when
contribution
brief

Winter 2010, ongoing
Ideation, sketching, design,
execution.
Produce an eyecatching entry
badge for conference attendees.

Starting with the vaguest of briefs I produced a number
of design concepts and presented them to the client.
They are reproduced on the following page. Through
discussion, we identified some elements to keep and
some to omit. I combined them into the final design,
left.
The centrepiece is a vintage Nixie display tube, which
displays the numerals 0 to 9 in glowing neon plasma. At
the start of the conference, everyone's badge is set to
0. By meeting people, attending workshops, competing
and succeeding in hacking challenges, etc., points are
awarded. The badge rewards, and motivates,
participation and progression in the conference and
connects with its theme  “Maximum Personal
Progression”. The competitive element is both subtle
and compelling.
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Troopers

I began by playing with the idea of
physical and computer security, and
its intrinsic puzzle — can you break it?
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I then moved on to badges which would
motivate attendees to engage fully with the
conference and its community.

The badge whose concept grew into the final
design.

Finally, aesthetic elements which could fit into
any of the other concepts.

Louise

for

Louise

with
when
contribution

Winter 2008
Design and execution.

brief

An architectural ring assembled from silver sheet and
amber.
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Formica

for
with
when
contribution

brief

MEng Electronic Engineering 4th year group project,
University of Southampton
Rob Spanton, Steve English, Jo Sun, Alexis Johnson
Summer 2008
Review of research literature, electronic and
mechanical design and assembly, tooling and jigs
for production, software development, public
presentation and open source dissemination.
Design and build a biologicallyinspired robot.

In ten weeks, we created a swarm of 25 antinspired robots for a finalyear
group design project. They form a research platform for exploring
behaviour in social insects, flocking birds, and other systems of
communicating creatures. A behavioural model can be programmed into
the robots and tested in a physical simulation. It is possible to own and
maintain a large swarm of Formica robots because of their extreme low
cost and capacity to recharge themselves and reprogram each other.
They have optical sensors for detecting light and dark regions on the floor,
and navigating towards or away from bright lights.
The project attracted worldwide interest from academics and the press.
The hardware and software designs are open source, which has enabled
several research groups and amateurs to reproduce and build upon our
work. We have also sold swarms to other universities. The project has been
presented at academic conferences, invited to a major consumer
technology exhibition and featured on national television.
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Formica
We built rough prototypes
from the very start of the
project to establish whether
mobile phone motors could
propel the robots, and how
long the batteries would last.

I made tools to
stamp wheels from
sheet rubber, and
punch them to
accept the axles.

Late one night I built this
prototype from components
I could find around the
house. I dismantled my
Bluetooth headset to obtain
a suitable battery, and Rob
sacrificed the vibration
function of his mobile phone
to provide one of the
motors.

The system is designed for
scalability. When the robots
get hungry, they drive to a
powered rail to charge
themselves.

I created a bed of
springloaded contacts
to program and test the
robots.
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Roulette

for
with
when
contribution

Image credit: metro.co.uk

brief

Rihanna
Moritz Waldemeyer, Simon Henwood, Tom Bennellick
Summer 2010
Electronic and mechanical design and assembly, basic
sewing, extensive field support and repair.
A flexible LED video dress for the “Last Girl on Earth” tour.

I joined this project part way through to contribute design and manufacturing
support. The project tested my communication skills; designers, engineers and
seamstresses had to work together efficiently to meet the deadline.
The dress required frequent repairs as it was subjected to the rigours of touring. I
made emergency repair trips to France, Canada and the USA at extremely short
notice.
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Splice

for

Private commission

with
when
contribution
brief

Autumn 2009
Execution.
A pair of wedding bands in silver and
turquoise.

The client, a sculptor, had a risky design in mind but couldn't find a jeweller
who would try it. The turquoise extends all the way through the band. A
pair of pins transmit force through the stone, to insulate it from the knocks
and bumps of everyday life. This was a tricky piece of precision
machining, and was my first stone cutting project.
The other jewellers were right. One ring was returned to me after a few
months with a cracked stone. I rebuilt it with slightly thicker layers of epoxy
resin to better cushion the stone, and stronger hardened steel pins.
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Splice

I used a basic 2D CAD
tool to establish the
tolerances for drilling
holes and placing the
pins.

Drilling the
shank.

Tolerances are tight.

A presentation
box in ash and
walnut.
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Image credit: Moritz Waldemeyer

Blaser

for
with
when
contribution
brief

Bono, U2
Moritz Waldemeyer
Autumn 2009
Power supply design, jacket assembly.
A laser jacket for the “360°” tour.

Image credit: Moritz Waldemeyer

Image credit: dezeen.com

A leather jacket studded with over 200 laser modules projects a tunnel of light
beams around the performer.
This project was an education in metal fatigue. I devised several prototype wiring
schemes to produce an wiring harness that would survive the tour.
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Kiln

for
with
when
contribution
brief

Spring 2009
Design, execution.
A computer controlled kiln for metal
casting, heat treatment and general use.

I could only afford the cheapest of industrial kilns, which do not offer the
precise temperature control I need for firing moulds for lost wax casting
and heat treating metals, so I made my own. I built it for the Rose ring
project (page 4), but have since used it in several other projects.
The kiln can follow arbitrary timetemperature profiles between room
temperature and 1000 degrees. For example, firing a casting mould
requires dwells at three different temperatures connected by smooth
ramps. The whole process takes over 5 hours, so monitoring and adjusting
the temperature manually would be tiresome and error prone.
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Kiln

The frame is made from
welded steel angle
section.

The kiln is insulated
with ceramic wool
and board.

The element is made
from Kanthal D, a high
temperature alloy.

A simple menu
interface and status
display is included.
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Shed

for
with
when
contribution
brief

Rob Spanton
Winter 2008
Design, execution.
An insulated shed to house a laser cutter, 3D
printer and CNC lathe.

A mediumscale carpentry project. The shed was designed for strength
and portability. The corner posts can be anchored with concrete but the
floor, walls and roof are separate modules which can be unbolted and
carried away.

Image credit: Rob Spanton

The shed is insulated and heated to protect the machine tools from the
elements. It is equipped with mains power, and internet connectivity.
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The worklife balance

